
 Home Assignment-2020 

Class: Seven 

Subject: BGS 

 

Creative question: 

 
1. On 21

st
FebruaryRakhi went to shaheedMinar of Dhaka University with her father for giving 

flower to the monument. Her father told her “This monument built for showing respect to 

some martyrs who died for a movement against West Pakistan. Their names were Salam, 

Jabbar, Rfiq, Barkat and some other. We should respect them always 
 

a) How many people were accused in the” state versus Sheikh MijiborRahman& other” 

case?              * 

b) Explain the result of last election between east & West Pakistan.           ** 

c) Which movement was working behind the monument indicated in the stem? Explain the 

cause‟s movement.          *** 

d) Analyze significance of indicated movement.     ****  

2.  

      
     Picture-1     Picture-2 

 

a) Where does the Rakhain live in Bangladesh?                * 

b) Explain the common beliefs of ethnic groups of our country.           ** 

c) Which culture is shown in above picture -1? Explain the socio- economic life oriented 

culture of it.                *** 

d) Make a comparison between above pictures cultures in respect of festival & recreational 

patterns.              **** 

 

3. Amena Begum lives in a village. She has two sons & one daughter. Her husband has died 

five years ago. Recently she started a business of jute products. She collects the raw 

materials from village market. She & her 3 child make various products by jute and her 

elder son supplies those products to city market. 

a) What is called informal economic activities?                * 

b) How do the informal economic activities contribute to the national economy? Explain. ** 

c) Explain the characteristics industry indicated in the stem.          *** 

d) “Industry indicated in the stem is highly important in the national economy of 

Bangladesh”. Evaluate the statement.           **** 

 
 



 Answer the following questions shortly: (Each correct answer will be 

regarded as one star) 

 
1) When the provincial election of east Bengal was held? 

2) Who had declared martial law on the pretext of deterioration of law and order situation in 

the country? 

3) Which proposal was the demand for autonomy of East Pakistan? 

4) Who raised the proposal for state language in favour of Bangla in the National assembly 

of Pakistan? 

5) What is meant by cultural diversity? 

6) What are the abstract elements of folk culture of Bangladesh/ 

7) What is called Gopi Dance? 

8) Who are fond of „Nakham‟? 

9) Which type of family is available in urban area of Bangladesh? 

10) Which work was regarded a unique responsibility of family? 

11) Define socialization. 

12) What is necessary to build up the behavior and attitude of children? 

13) Give two examples of informal activities of towns. 

14) What is called large industry? 

15) What is the importance of international trade? 

16) What is the main problem in processing industries of Bangladesh? 

17) By which process is the ultimate representative elected? 

18) What is referendum? 

19)  What do you mean by constituencies? 

20)  When does a person can contest in any local or general election in Bangladesh? 

 

 

 

 

 


